UNUSUAL SNAPSHOTs TAKEN AT THRILLING MOMENTS

Two Photographers Intend to Take an Inactive Crater. An Unexpected Explosion of the Volcano Tunku 248; Flames Shoot out far as 248; Distant Pictures. Work of Camera Men with Presence of Mind to Press the Button at Critical Times.

A not so frequent and important event for which the photographers were prepared. The eruption of the volcano on the island of Tunku was about to explode. The photographer had been warned to be ready. He had a camera ready and had it loaded with film. The moment the eruption began, he pressed the button and took the pictures.

The eruption was a violent one, with great flames shooting up into the air. The photographer was able to capture the moment on film. This is an unusual occurrence, and the pictures are expected to be of great interest.

A Russian Earthquake at Port Arthur. The photographer was on the ship and was able to take pictures of the explosion. The ship was on the water, and the explosion was seen from a distance.

An Actual War Photograph Showing the Shell in Flight taken at Port Arthur. The photographer was on the ship and was able to take pictures of the explosion. The ship was on the water, and the explosion was seen from a distance.

The Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary. The photographer was on the ship and was able to take pictures of the assumption. The ship was on the water, and the assumption was seen from a distance.

The Horse Drawing Queen Maud of Norway and the Wife of President Colburne. The photographer was on the ship and was able to take pictures of the horse and the women. The ship was on the water, and the horse and the women were seen from a distance.

Only Classified

A photograph taken by a newspaper photographer on the ship. The photograph was classified and not published.
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The conclusion of the article is that the photographers were able to take pictures of unusual events and that the pictures were of great interest.
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